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Study of overlength on red oak
lumber drying quality and rough mill yield
Brian Bond"
JaniceWiedenbe~k,~

Abstract

IJumber stacking practices can directly affect drying defects, drying rate, and moisture content uniformity. The effect of
overlength on drying is generally thougl~tto be cietrirnental, yet large volumes of overlength lumber are used by secondary
manufacturers. Managers of secondary ~nmufacturingfacilities need qmntitative information to assist them in determining if
overlerigth is beneficial or d e t a a i t a l to their operation. The goal of this research was to compare the dryinig degrade, kiln
capacities, and rough mill yields of red oak lumbm with overlength to lumber that was precision-end trimmed. Degrade and
rough mill yield studies where conducted at four manufacturing facilities located within Tennessee, Kentucky, and Virginia.
Each facility used predriers prior to kiln-drying red oak. Differences in kiln capacities for precision end-trimmed vs. nonprecision end-trimmed Iurnber were determined from company records for previous kiln charges that were composed of one or
the other type of lumber. 'I'he results oftlle four mill studies &monstrated that: 1) drying degrade was not significantly different
between the two trimming and stacking practices; 2) kiln capacity can be increased by an average of 4 to 1 2 percent for precisionend tri~nmedlumber; and 3) using lumber with overlength leads to UI increase in rough mill yleld. A modified version of the
WML-K1I' rough mill simulation software was used to determine theoretical yield differences for differem lumber _g~.rtlles
and
cutting bills. Simulation results indicated that there was a d c r ~ i t eincrease in rough mill yield for 1 Common lumber regardless
ol'tl~edifficultyof the cutting bill. For 2 C'ommon lmiber, yields were either not sigrificaritly different or higher for lumber with
overlengtl~,depending on the cutting bill.

Stacking practices can directly affect lumber drying defects such as warp, staining, arid end checking (Boone et al.
1991, Simpson 1991, Denig ct al. 2000). When stacking practices pern~itthe location of stickers flush or near the ends of
lumber, cup, twist, and end cliecking are minimized (Simpson
1991). Stacking pmctices also k v e m influence on air velocity, drying rate, and mojsture content (MC) mjfornlity ( ~ c k cn and Little 1999). The use of proper stacking methods has
become more important as the risk of w;irp, especially cup,
has increased due to small-diameter logs being processed in
today's sawmills (Wen@ and 1)enig 1995). 'fie amount of
lumber that can be loaded into a dry kiln is also affected by
stacking (Bond 2000). Give11the relationship between stacking practices and lumber degriide, stacking practices may be
expected to have an effect on rough mill yield.
'lhere are three primary stackillemethods used by the hardwood lumber drying industry: 1) precision end-trimmed
(PKl') stacking; 2) even-one-end stacking; and 3) box piling.
1'byl'
uses lumber that has been trimmedto a specific
length prior to stacking. PET lumber is typically manufact ured such that all boards are usually cut in 1-foot increments
with a trim allowance of 1 inch at either end. Even-one-end
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stacking methods consist of stacking the lumber such that one
end of the stack is uniform and the opposite end has b o ~ d of
s
varying lengths protruding. Boxpiling consists of stacking
lumber of various lengths so that the entire stack is uniform in
length with the cnds of random-length boards alternated in the
pack to allow good sticker placemerit arid packalignment. The
alimment is achieved by keeping the outside b o d s in each
course equal to the full length of the stack. Shorter boards in
all courses are staggered from one end to another within a
lWr.
Owrlength is the length of lumber in excess of the nominal
(even foot) board length, While excessive trim allowme in
logs is the root cause of most overlength, the main reason
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Table 2. - Difference in average board size between the two
sample groups for I Common and 2 Common lumber data
sets used in simulations. Differences reflect the increase in
surface area associated with adding overlength sections to
PET boards.
I .umber grade

Average boarti size

(iV)
1 Common
PET
Ovcrlength

2 A Common
PET
C~verienngtl~
Difference

6.30
6.49

6.10
6.44
596

tory in I'rinceton, WV, was used to predict tlle theoretical
yield differences (Weiss :ind 'Ihornas 2005).
'l'he current lumber databank (Gatchell et al. 1998) of lurnber used to run the sinlulations contains only PE;,?'material;
therefore, a method was developed to create overlength
boards using the current databank information as a basis.
The method of adding overlerigthto boards consisted of determining how rnuch overlength would be added, to whch
end it would be added, how defects located with increased
length regions would be affected, and then regrading the
boarcts. l b e amount of overlength added to a board was determined using the distribution of overlength from Wiedenbeck (2003). 'fie overlengthwas then applied randomly to the
right end, left end, or both ends of the board based on randomly generated numbers. If both ends of the board had additioiai length added, another random generator was used to
determine how much overlength to add to each end.
Length was added to defects that occurred at the ends of the
original boards for those defects that would typically extend
into the trimmed-off portion: splits, shakes, decay, or wane.
Other defects, such as knots, that occurred near the ends of the
original boards were not extended into the newly created
overlength sections. Once the hoards and defects had been
increased in length, Ihey were regraded using TJGRS: the TJ1timat e f irading arid Remanufacturing System (Moody et al.
1998). If a board changed grade alter having overlength
added, it was removed from the sample set, arid another board
of the same grade, length, and width was selected from the red
oak lurnber databank, grown, regraded, etc. until board files
containing 150 boards were composed for each lumber grade.
For the W"' lwnber, the unaltered red oak databank was
used. Only boards having 2 inches or less overlength were
includcd. The overall length and width distributions were kept
the same for both study group sirice both length and width
distributions have been shown to al'fect simulated rough mill
yields (IIarnner et al. 2002, <:lenient and Bond 2005). In fact,
the sanle boards were used in the same order of occurrence for
both the PEl' and overlength data files with the only difference being that the overlength boards were lengthened as described earlier. Table 2 lists the difference in average board
surface area between the two sample goups for 1 C'ommcm
and 2 Clornmon lumber; for tlie ovcrlengtli lumber samples,
the surface areas shown in Table 2 are based on the lengths of
the boards aftcr they were extended or "grown." ROMI-3 also
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Table 3. - Volume and value changes between the green
and dried lumber for mills in the study.
Mill
number

Volume loss

r)ryu~gdegrade

PET
O~lerlength
------ --- ("/) ------- - -

PET
Overlenglh
- - (% change in value) - 2.1
1.5

1

8.4

7.2

2
3

7.6
7.5

4

87

8.3
7.3
10.3

4.1

0.2
1.7

5.9
-0.2
0.6

had to be modified to measure surface area using the method
described by the NHLA grading rules (NHLA 2003). A new
version of KOMl-3 that calculates yield properly was created
by the USl>AForest Service for this project.
Since the difficulty of a cutting bill can affect rough mill
yields and the actual rough mill yields in the earlier phase of
this study were determined with different cutting bills, several
different cutting bills were used in the yield simulations. All
of the simulation tests wcre conducted using rip- first processing. Two hard cutting bills that contained a Iliglier proportion
of larger sized parts, two easier cutting bills that contained a
higher proportion of shorter andnarrower parts, and one flooring bill that contained random lengths were simulated. 'I'he
cutting bills used in this study are detailed in earlier publications and briefly outlined below:
Two hard cutting bills:
( h e with random width pariel parts ((iatcliell et al. 1999)
hewithout (Steele et al. 1999)
Two easy ("Cabinet") cutting bills:
Ol'le with random width panel palls ((;atchell et al. 1999)
One without (Steele et al. 1999)
);looring:
- cutting- bill:
Same width (1 -5/8 in), random lengths 11 to 83 inches
Three board files were created for each lumber group (PET
and overlength) and three simulation rums were conducted for
cach cutting bill for both 1 Common and 2 Common lumber.
A minimum of 150 boards was processed for cach simulation.
For each cutting bill, part requiremerits wcre scaled back proportionally so part quantities would be met given the size of
the input lun~berdata sets, 'l'his was not necessary for the
flooring cutting bill since all parts were the same widtll(2.625
incl~es).For each simulation, the complex &manic exponent
part prioritization method (Thomas, 1996) was used with constant part updates and no orphan parts (those not specified by
the cutting bill) were allowed.

Results and discussion
For the four mills in the study, there was no significant difference (a= 0.05) in degrade between the PET lumber and thc
lumber containing overlength. Table 3 shows the l~unber
grade and volumc changes between the green and dried lurnber. 'I'he averrage reduction in lumber value due to degrade
was 2 percent and ranged between an increase of 0.2 percent
and a decrease of 6 percent. l'he lack of a significant difference in the amount of degrade associated with lurnber w i n g
between t11e two stacking practices was unexpected. It had
been hyp othesized that lumber wit f i ovcrlength would suffer
more degrade due to warp since overlength sections arc riot
supported by stickers and package weight. UTeattribute the

Table 4. - Rough mill yield differencesbetween overlength
and precision end trimmed lumber for mik in the study.

termiried that the PET study group contained a higher percentage of longer length lumbcr than did the overlength study
group. Since longer length lumbcr is known to have a positive
yield increase obtained
influence on rough mill yields (Harnner et al. 20021, it is exMill no.
Protiuct
from overlength lumber
pected that the actual increase in yield for lumber wit11 over(?'*)
length would have been substantially greater if the two groups
1
Cabinet parts
I .O
had included the sanle length material. While the exact yield
2
Moldings
2 .O
difference could riot bc determined, this result indicates that
3
Dimensio~l
0.5"
lumber with overlength leads to greater rough mill yields.
4
E'loos,rmg
1.2
'l'he second mill study was conducted at a millwork manu"Illcre was a change in cutting bill between sample groups; 1.8S0/6 significant
facturing facility. All lumber was determined to contain the
theoset~caldiffrence based on simulation-basedstutiy.
same length, width, arid grade distributions of lumber. There
was approximately 10,000 to 11,000 BF in each sample
lack of difference in degrade to be associated with the use of
group. The manufacturing process at this particular plant algood stacking practices, predriers prior to kiln-c;tryrng, and
lowed us to determine yields at each rnacfiine center. At the
Low warp is interpreted when grading luln-dried lwnber. It is
ripsaw, lumber containing overlength produced a yield that
well known that good stacking practices and properly operwas 2.7 percent higher than t'E'l' lumber. When the material
ated predriers can lead to significantly lower degrade than
was processed at the chopsaw, the lumber containing overtypical air-drying prior to kiln-drying. When operating a prelength produced a 2.6 percent higher yield than I'E:'l'. When
dryer conservatively,there is typically less degrade due to s ~ u - salvage was taken into consideration, the overall yield for
face checks and end checking.
lumber containing overlength was 2.0 percent higher than the
overall yield obtained from the PET lumber (Table 4).
It is more difficult to measure the true impact of warp,
which is the greatest expected increase in degrade for overIn the third mill, a rough dime~isiorimanufacturing operalength lumber. NHI-A grading rules state that for FAS and
tion, the study was also conducted with a strictly controlled
Select grades that "boards must be flat enough to surSace two
lumber grade, lengrth, and width (i.e., the same for both groups
sides to the standard surfaced thickness" (NIILA 2003).
of lumber). Unfortunately, during this test, the cutting bill of
Slight cup in boards allows both sides to be planed; however,
the rough nlill was changed between sample groups, such that
cup may still be present and affect how the board is processed
smaller part sizes were required during the cutting of the PH'1'
in the rough mill. For lower grades, warp is only considered in
lumber. While this change made it impossible for us to deterthe cutting unit used to deternline grade. 'I'his is a difficult task
mine actual yield differences, the results strongly support the
for graders to perform and is open to much interpretation.
findings from mill 2 lumbcr containing ovcrlength produccd
Post-experiment discussions with graders and NHI ,A inspecliigfier rough mill part yiclds. Considering the effect tiat the
tors indicated that the effect of warp on kiln-dried lumber
smaller part sizes would have on overall yield for t'Ell lumber
grade is not fully accouritcd for.
(causing an increase in yield compared to the longer cutting
bill), it is likely that the overlength lumber would have exhibKiln capacity
ited an even larger yield difference than was measured
Records fkom 7 kiln trials, 14 lulri charges total, were used
(0.47%) had the cutting bill not been altered (Table 4). 'l'he
to determine differences in kiln capacities between the 2 lumch~ngein cutting bill that occurred during this study prompted
ber groups. A 4 to 12 percent (9% average) increase in kiln
our interest in being able to determine the theoretical yield
capacity was calculated for W" kiln trials compared to overdiSferenccsbetween PET lumber and lurnbcr with overlength.
length kiln trials.
A study to determine theoretical yiclds was thus undertaken
m
d will be discussed in a later section.
Rough mill yield studies
The fourth participating mill produced tlooring. 'l'he study
While drying improvements are important to secondary
conducted in this mill had the largest lumber sample, approxiwood manufacturing operations, improvement efforts are
mately 82,000 to 83,000 Hjti' per group. At this mill, the lumber
typically focused on increasi~igrough mill yields. Therefore,
with overlcngth produccd approximately 1.2 percent more
any comparison of stacking methods should include informayield than did tlic PET lumber.
tion on the effect on rough mill yield. It has been stated that
drying defects are the single most common reason for loss of
Thus, all Sour manufacturing Sacilities obtained higher
yield and profit in the rough mill; therefore, any reduction in
yields from the lumbcr with overlength than from the PET
drying degrade should result in increased rough mill perforlumber (Table 4). 'Ihis result supports the point of views of
mance .
those managers who prefer to process lwnber with overlength,
'Ihe mills that agreed to participate in the study preferred
providing, of course, that there is no increase in lumber denot to be named and asked that actual rough mill yields not be
grade during drying (as we found to be the case in this study).
published; therefore, actual rough mill yields will be discussed in terms of percent differences between lumbcr
Rough mill simulations
gc'>ups.
Since drying degrade differences between the two lumber
For the study in mill 1 an operation that produced cabinet
types were not significant, it was feasible to determine the
parts, each sample group contained approximately 20,000 to
theoretical rough mill yield differences between the study
23,000 BF of lumber. The lumber group that contained overgroups (overlength and PET) using digital lumbcr data and
length produced m overall yield of parts that was 1.O percait
simulation. Simulation analysis allowed for determination of
hiLgherthan the PET lumkr (Table 4). IIowevcr, it was dcthe greatest potential utilization of Bie extra length iri lumber.
-
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Table 5. - Rough mill simulation results for five cutting bills;
yield differences shown in bold were found to be statisticafly
significant between lumber groups.

Cutting b~ll

Average difference increase in
yield obtained from otrcrlength
liunber compared to PET

y-value

(96)
1:s h a d random panel parts

1 Comrnon
2 Common
1;shad
1 Commo11
2 Common
FS cay--random panel p,ts
I Common
2 Conunon
FS easy
1 Cormnon
2 Common

1.68
0.91

0.013
0.251

1.63
0.45

0.027
0.409

2.16
0.34

0.007
0.257

1.15
1.40

0.024
0.007

Floorii~g

The results of the rough mill yield simulations are given in
Table 5. It is clear that lumber with overlength provides significantly higher simulated rough mill yields lbr the 1 Common lumber regardless ofthe difficulty of'the cutting bill. For
the easy cutting bill without panel parts and for the flooring
cutting bill, higher rough niill yields are also achieved from
the 2 Common overlengthlumber comparedto the 2 Common
I'Erl' lurnber. 'lhe average increase in rough mill part yield
obtained from tlie overlength lumber was a p p x i m t c l y 1.7
percent for 1 Common and 1.45 percent for 2 Common 1 ~ 7 1 ber. This average was calculated by adding together tlie yicld
differences for each of thc cutting bill tests that proved significant and dividing by the number of significant tests (5 for
1 C:ornmorr and 2 for 2 Conunon).
'Ihe increase in yield associatedwith the overlength lumber
can be directly attributed to the extra material contained in
these boards. The extra inclres per board permits additional
andlor long cuttings to be captured in cuttings at the ends of
these boards. Referring back to Table 3, 1 Common overlerigih boards had, on averagc, a 3 percerit greater surface area
than did their twin PErl'boards. For the five cutting bills simulated in t h s study, 56 percent of this extra area was captured in
cuttings ( 1.7% + 3.0%). A smaller percentage ofthe extra area
cont~inedin the overlength lumber was captured in cuttings
for the 2 (km.n-ioxisimulationruns 29 percent (1.45% : 3%).
This seems logical since 2 Common lumber, by definition,
contains fewer larger clear areas than does 1 Common lumber.
(loinparing the results of the rough mill simulations with
those obtained in the actual rough mill studies leads us to deduce that higher yields, regardless of cutting bill difficulty,
can be obtained when using overlength lumber rather than
1'E'I' lumber and that the higher the grade of lumber used for
the cutting bill, thc greater the opport urlity for increased rough
mill yield.
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Conclusions

Mill trials conducted at four manufacturizig facilities were
used to determine differences in drying degrade, kiln capacity, and rough mill yield between lumber with overlengthand
P't;'I' lumber. It was found that the use of W" lumber increased dry kiln capacity by 4 to 12 percent. I,u.~.nber degrade
was not significantly differentbetween the two types of stacking practices. For tlie four mills studied, it was determined that
lurnber containing overlength and stacked usirmg even-oneend methods provided 1 to 2 percent higher rough mill yicld
than PET lumber.
Future work is needed to determine if the same degrade and
rough mill yield bfferemces would be experienced with Imber that is air-bed prior to kiln-drying. Air-drying is a less
controlled process and it is likely that the unsupported ends of
lumber containing overlength will indeed lead to increased
degrade and therefore cause a reductiori in rough mill yields
for overlength lumber.
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